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SAWTOOTH WILDERNESS SEARCH – JUNE 18-22, 2016
OVERALL VIEW OF IMSARU’S PARTICIPATION--GREGG RETTSCHLAG
It seems that once a year or so, we are called to work on a mission involving challenges above and beyond the usual
difficulty of locating and/or extracting someone from the backcountry. This was one of the most logistically challenging searches in my three years as a search manager. Our subject, in his mid-60’s, left with family members a
rough sketch of a hiking itinerary; it quickly became apparent from personal locater beacon data that he deviated from
that plan. A trail hike had become an off-trail hike, placing his last point about eight cross-country miles from the
trails on the itinerary. The last location from his beacon was perfectly centered in the Sawtooth Wilderness, ten miles
from the nearest trailhead.
Elmore County SAR took the lead, as the subject had started in their county, crossing into Boise County about halfway into his known path. We assisted both counties, lending our planning, ops, K-9, tracking and ground-pounders.
Reaching the subject’s last known beacon signal (LKP) required a helicopter or a very long hike. We tried both,
thanks to physically fit searchers and lots of help from the Idaho National Guard Blackhawks, despite lack of a suitable landing zone and uncooperative weather. Another team, a few hours after a three-hour drive from Boise, were
asked to drive another three hours to Grandjean and start hiking from there. When starting, this team knew there was
little chance of sleeping on anything not residing in their packs. Nonetheless, their answer was “Sure, whatever you
need.”
Various IMSARU members worked during the 5 days. Nine members spent at least one night bivy’d in the field with
Spartan gear. Two teams hiked well over 20 miles over the course of about 24 hours. Many others bedded down
with whatever they brought with them to base camp, avoiding the 5-6 hour roundtrip to Boise and back. As the
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search wore on, Elmore County hauled in sandwiches and burgers; the final days included hot meals from a catering trailer.
As expected for early summer in the Idaho mountains, cold weather rain/snow quickly gave way to much warmer/
hot temps at the end of the search. Over the course of five days, 42 IMSARU members took part in the search for
one or more days. A conservative estimate of our search areas would be around 50 square miles which includes
peaks, marshes, steep alpine terrain and numerous creek crossings. Small creek/river beds running at seasonal
high levels were fed by freshly-melted snow only a couple of miles away. In the higher elevations, searchers
were traveling over snow, navigating where trails should be, at times bushwhacking to avoid dangerous creeks.
We used experienced field searchers, filling the gaps with volunteers who were trained but had limited or no previous field assignments; all responded professionally.
In the end, high water levels and a loss of air resources resulted in suspending the official search efforts. Lines
drawn on a map seem inconsequential and disappointing when all the possibilities for his location lie in 50 square
miles. Those were hard-fought miles, and now we join the subject’s family and friends in wondering where this
man’s journey took him, hoping for some clue to add answers to this major—but unsuccessful—effort.
[Editor’s Note: Since 38 different members responded to the field on one or more days, plus 4 members working
on in-town coordination, we are not listing the participants.]

SAWTOOTH WILDERNESS SEARCH – JUNE 18-19, 2016
NEW SEARCH EXPERIENCES--BECKY LOUBER
To begin, I want to acknowledge that this search went far beyond my individual contributions. More experienced
members asked me to write about my personal firsts—a Blackhawk helicopter ride and lower by hoist, river
crossing, and night bivouac’d in the field—so here they are.
Upon arrival at the Queen’s River Trailhead, I was assigned to a team with three experienced members (Mike,
Ron and Francisco); shortly after, we were notified
that our transport into our search area would be via
Blackhawk. Once the helicopter arrived, they told
us that there was nowhere to land near our search
area and we would be lowered by the jungle penetrator. During the flurry of preparing to board, I
decided to just follow the lead of my more experienced team-mates, since I was not familiar with a
Blackhawk, let alone being lowered by a JP.
The ride into our search area provided unparalleled
views into the Sawtooths and I realized the line of
sight from an aerial search is quite different from
the ground view. Our end goal, however, was not Ron and Becky cross the cold river.
—Photo by M. Johnson
an aerial search, and we still needed to be inserted
into the field. My plan to follow the lead of the more experienced team members paid off when it was my turn to
be lowered on the Jungle Penetrator; the National Guard attendant did all the hard work of harnessing and lowering with us.
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Once we were all on the ground and the Blackhawk departed, we began our assignment by following the trail,
locating the last known point, and searching from there. We found a few footprints and followed their direction
of travel along the trail, which was also the subject’s believed line of travel. Later in the afternoon, we arrived at
a higher-than-usual South Fork of the Payette and were surprised by the trail clearly continuing on the far side of
the river. We crossed. (We observed during our Blackhawk extraction the next day that the high passes were still
covered with snow and we had therefore crossed a river in the middle of its spring runoff.)
Thankfully, after we crossed there was enough time and sun to dry our pants (mine were wet up to my thighs) before finding a place to spend the night. A few hours before the river crossing, we were told there would be no
Blackhawk extraction, so mentally we were in it for the long hike back to the trailhead and base camp which we
hoped to reach the next day. Later, we learned that we had been inserted 25 trail miles up from the trailhead…a
long hike back.
We hiked late into the day and found a spot to camp as snowfields were beginning to appear more frequently with
elevation. For my first night out on a mission, it was not nearly as uncom-fortable as you might imagine. Training and preparation certainly pay off and, while helicopter rides, river crossings and nights in bivouac seem like
the thrilling part of search and rescue, it really is the contributions of the entire unit, a desire to assist missing people and their families, and numerous hours of training that make up our dedicated unit. Experiences like my
team’s are not only rare; they are not an end in themselves but a means to these ends.

SAWTOOTH WILDERNESS SEARCH – JUNE 20, 2016
FIRST MISSION WITH IMSARU --JEFF PULLEN
Having just completed my 24-hour pack check the previous week, I was not even sure I was on the callout list
yet, but got home late Sunday and responded to the page for Monday morning. At the Compound I was very impressed with the professional and efficient way Greg and Jimmie organized the team. We took 901 and 2 POVs,
arriving at the Queen’s River trailhead at 0900. Since it was my first mission, I assumed I would be helping
around base, so was surprised when Gregg asked if I was ready to go with a team via Blackhawk and possibly
bivy for the night. That was an easy decision.
Ted was the team leader, with Kevin and myself from IMSARU and two Elmore County searchers. We set down
at the Elk Lake LZ at about 1100 hours with about five hours to search before pickup at the LZ. Our task was to
hike to the lake outlet, try to get to the river in as many places downstream as we could, and focus on strainers
and snags as we looked for any sign of the subject in the river. The first quarter mile was so swampy and overgrown we couldn’t get a view of the river, but by taking numerous paths and animal trails from the main trail toward the river, we saw that the river was not moving too quickly but was wide and fairly deep with no obvious
crossing points other than swimming.
The river gradient increases quickly as it nears Fern Falls, and the last recorded SPOT ping was located on the
trail above the Falls. Along this section, the river was of such volume and energy that crossing at any point was
unfeasible until about a mile or so downstream, where the gradient flattened out and the river was bridged by several logs. We identified no sign of recent activity in this area.
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We were notified via radio to continue downstream
to meet with Team 2 (Steve, K-9 Brody and a
flanker from Elmore County) and start our return to
the Elk Lake LZ. Steve and Brody continued on
the trail south of Elk Lake while our team assembled at the LZ, returning in time to catch their ride
back on one of the Blackhawk’s two ferry trips.
My most lasting impression of my first IMSARU
mission is that the scope of the search and the size
of the search area are huge, and just getting access
to the search areas is logistically difficult. It is reassuring that the safety of the searchers is the first More searchers than usual were able to view their designated areas from
focus of the search management team.
the air.
—Photo by J. Pullen

A LEGAL VIEW OF SAR LIABILITY
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
We know that we are donating our time, skills and experience to try to help people in trouble, and that the great
majority of both the people in trouble and their friends/relatives appreciate our work because they tell us so. But
what happens if something goes wrong? Or if someone blames us for not working a miracle?
Yes, anyone can sue an individual or group for actual harm or just because they are angry, and we can’t let that
stop us from trying to help those who need us. So we asked an IMSARU member who is a lawyer, Skylar Christensen, to talk to us about potential liability in our volunteer SAR work and he did so. No, he did not give us hardand-fast rules about specific incidents. He did share with us some pertinent Idaho Code, and how it might apply to
ordinary SAR procedures, and I am not the only one who came away saying “That legal risk is real, but it’s not
strong enough to stop me from training and using my skills to help others.” Thank you, Skylar, for helping us face
one of the potential downsides of SAR work.

THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
We greatly appreciate cash donations from the following:
Washington County (as thanks for our providing a “Track Aware” session for their SAR team)
REI of Boise

The Bill & Jackie Clark Memorial Foundation
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SAFETY ED CLASS AT LITTLE GYM OF BOISE – JULY 14, 2016
--VICKI SWICKARD
Sarah, of the Little Gym of Boise, invited IMSARU to present a “Public Heros” program to 9 children, ages 4
to 8 years, and their counselors. Mike started the program with introduction of the presenters and Ken added
a description of our unit. The two of them explained the purpose of Search and Rescue.
Vicki showed the Hug-A-Tree DVD and talked about the importance of telling someone where you are going
and of staying in one place. We then presented an overview of the Hug-A-Tree program while demonstrating
survival techniques for youngsters and counselors, using a plastic bag as a temporary shelter and addressing
the importance of a whistle and mirror. Ken used a mirror and flashlight to explain the potential of signaling
aircraft for rescue.
All three presenters then introduced the Ten Essentials, providing a show-and-tell from a small bag. Mike
and Vicki added the importance of carrying a small “first-aid” kit, water, and food, and of wearing brightly
colored clothing.
We gave out IMSARU pamphlets, whistles, Hug-A-Tree coloring books and small backpacks to the children,
for them to take home and share with their parents. The group then came up to our table, discussed all of the
items in our small pack, and had the opportunity to ask any additional questions.
Presenters were: Mike Johnson, Ken Swickard, and Vicki Swickard.

SAFETY ED CLASS FOR CITY OF EAGLE PARKS & RECREATION
JUNE 15, 2016 – BY VICKI SWICKARD
Caitlin Straubinger, of the City of Eagle Parks & Recreation Department, invited us to present our safety education program to 17 children, ages 4 to 10 years, and their counselors. The program was basically the same
as the one for the Little Gym of Boise, with the exceptions that there were only two presenters and there was
an added segment on the potential danger of wearing cotton in uncertain weather. Presenters were Ken
Swickard and Vicki Swickard.

MRA 2016 CONFERENCE IN PORT ANGELES, WA – JUNE 7-9, 2016
--JIMMIE YORGENSEN
The Mountain Rescue Association’s (MRA) summer conference is hosted by a different MRA member group
each year. This year it was the Olympic MRA Team from Port Angeles, WA. This is a lovely town of
19,000 population sandwiched between the Olympic National Park and the Straits of Juan de Fuca on the
west coast of Washington. Months went into the planning by John Myers and his team of volunteers, with
outstanding results.
The local Red Lion Hotel and Conference Center in Port Angeles, with lovely views of the bay, did a great
job of hosting all of the attendees, many of the meetings and training sessions, and the banquet. The beautiful
mountains in the Olympic National Park and Visitor Center on Hurricane Ridge were also used for many of
the field training events. The weather on Hurricane Ridge provided everything from bright sunshine to snow
flurries, and the massive snow-covered peaks were visible for the entire weekend.
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The schedule for the week covered a broad range of topics and activities with the first being a
two-day hike on Mt. Deception (2nd highest peak in the Olympic Mountains), followed by other
pre-conference sessions of Mantracking, Wilderness Aircraft Rescue and Extrication courses.
The conference itself focused on a large variety of training subjects that included technical rescue, medical, aviation, search, avalanche, technology and mission management. Also playing
an important role in this conference were all the sponsors and vendors. They provided valuable
information/displays along with donations of funds and gear for the pleasure and enjoyment of
the attendees. Let’s also note the big “shout-out” that went to all the local breweries around the
area that supplied all the free beer for the entire conference.
This year’s conference was of particular interest to members of IMSARU, as we are scheduled
to host the 2017 conference here in Boise. IMSARU members attending this year’s meeting
were Brad Acker, Amanda Leader, Owen Miller and Jimmie Yorgensen.

EVACUATION FROM THORN CREEK – JULY 21-22, 2016
--BRIAN MITCHELL
We were called late on Thursday evening to assist Boise County with an extraction from the
Boise National Forest near Idaho City. Our subject was reported to be a 65-year-old male in
poor physical condition, unable to walk out, and he could not be retrieved via ATV or UTV.
Ten IMSARU members, with Gregg as O.L., headed up Highway 21 with a large-wheeled litter.
We convened at the designated meeting point at approximately 0030 hours, and were given directions by Boise County Sheriff’s personnel about the subject’s location and medical history:
He is a smoker and diabetic. He weighs approximately 280 pounds. [The original call said 350
pounds.] He was dressed in blue jeans, cowboy boots and a ranch shirt. He had been ATVriding with his brother when he either got in an accident or the machine became disabled. He
was able to walk only about ten feet at a time without rest.
We rapidly dispatched a team of six with our large-wheeled litter. Our hike in was a little less
than two miles to where we found the subject resting and accompanied by an EMT from Boise
County. We secured the subject in the litter and proceeded to return to the parking lot. The trail
was steep in portions, and narrow. We used two to four people at a time to move and guide the
litter, and put a belay system on the trailing end to control speed and increase safety. With approximately 150 feet of rope, we piggybacked this technique several times until we reached a
point where we could transfer the subject to a Boise County ATV, which took him the rest of
the way to the highway.
It was a beautiful night with nearly a full moon, the walk out was uneventful, and most of us
were back in bed by 0400 hours.
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CORN BOOTH AT THE WESTERN IDAHO FAIR
AUGUST 19-28 - CHARLOTTE GUNN
This is our major fundraiser for the year, providing about half of our annual budget, so we need a lot of help.
There will be two shifts daily, 10 a.m.—5:30 (or whenever your replacements can get there) and 5:00 (or as
soon thereafter as you can) - closing at 11:00 p.m. and cleanup after. Members, Layne Simmons is scheduling
workers; sign up on-line for as many shifts as you can handle. IMSARU supplies your entrance ticket and
you can enjoy the rest of the Fair before or after your shift, as well as knowing you made an important contribution.
Several non-members have worked with us year after year and we greatly appreciate their contributions. If
you want to help out but don’t know how to get in touch, my phone # and email are at the bottom of page 1
and I can put you in touch. (Adults and their teenage children.)
There is a lot of preparation; the Calendar on page 5 lists when and where; it also lists times for teardown and
putting away. Please help as much as you can and
enjoy getting to know people better as well as eating the best corn in Boise.
From pieces stored at the Compound
to an organized booth at the Fairgrounds, it takes a lot of work by a
lot of people.

And then it takes a lot more work
by those same people to shuck,
cook, butter, wrap and sell some
10,000 ears of corn.
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